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ABSTRACT

Technology has enabled the mass production of hybrid and electric vehicles. Interest in
these alternative-energy vehicles has been heightened due to air quality concerns in urban
areas. However, these vehicles are capable of very quiet operation, which could have
negative side effects on pedestrian and driver safety because of the lack of sound cues. A
survey of 380 people was conducted to explore interest and concerns about electrically
powered vehicles. The data show that there is substantial positive interest in driving
quiet hybrid and electric cars. However, in the role of pedestrian, participants expressed
concern over the reduced auditory cues to the presence of a moving vehicle. Implications
of quiet vehicles are discussed including the additional consideration of reduced driver
awareness of their speed. Precautionary measures and suggestions for effective engine
noise substitutes are presented.

INTRODUCTION

and wind (Robbins, 1995), there may remain a
The 1990 U.S. Environmental Protection threat to safety because of the lack of engine noise

Agency's Clean Air Act required automotive normally attributed to gas-powered vehicles.
manufacturers to build more part-gas, part-electric Relatively quiet vehicles will make position, speed
(hybrid) and fully electric cars. The main purpose and direction cues less available to pedestrians.
of the act was to improve air quality in urban areas Consequently, a greater frequency of pedestrian
such as Southern Califomia, where smog has been a accidents can be anticipated involving quiet electric
major problem. In fact, the state of California has vehicles.
enacted its own low emission laws that are being Another potential problem with electric
met, in part, by vehicles that are partially and fully vehicles concerns the driver's awareness of speed.
electric. Clean-fuel vehicles have been shown to be Auditory cues indicative of greater speed are
beneficial in reducing the amount of air pollution in reduced even further with sound insulation of the
certain areas of the U.S. (Meotti, 1995). passenger compartment. Research suggests that

The trend towards the use of electrically drivers with diminished hearing also have a
powered vehicles could have some drawbacks. One diminished sensation of speed. More specifically,
potential drawback is pedestrian safety. While under such reduced auditory conditions, drivers
electric vehicles will produce some noise during tend to underestimate vehicle speed across a wide
acceleration and at higher speeds because of tires range of speeds (Evans, 1970).
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The purpose of the present research study was (6) As a pedestrian, if a moving vehicle were totally

to gain insight into people's attitudes toward silent wouldthatbotheryou?

electric cars and in particular, focus on opinions (7) As a driver, if a moving vehicle were totally
related to the relative quietness of these vehicles, silent would that bother you?
Among the issues examined are people's interest in
partially and fully electrically powered vehicles, (8) Do you think that including an artificial sound

their opinions regarding reduced auditory cues for like that of an engine or something else would

pedestrian and drivers, and their suggestions for make these vehicles safer to pedestrians?

substitute auditory cues. (9)What type of sound do you recommend be
implemented? (e.g., whistle, hum, engine noise,

METHOD chimes,etc.).

Participants The first eight items requested yes or no
answers. The ninth item was open-ended and asked

A survey was distributed to 380 individuals in participants for suggestions/recommendations for
various locales in North Carolina. Mean age was 26 the type of sound that could be added to a quiet
(SD=ll) with 232 males and 148 females electric vehicle.
responding. The survey data was collected by
undergraduate students in a human factors class in RESULTS
partial fulfillment of a required project.

Tabulation of the data showed that most people
Materials (84%) responded that they would consider

purchasing a hybrid (part electric/part gasoline)
The survey contained items that asked vehicle. A smaller percentage of respondents (72%)

participants for their opinions about current expressed interest in purchasing a vehicle powered
technology. The survey included a section only by electricity. A similar percentage of
concerning demographic information such as which participants (70%) believed that the lack of noise of
kind of vehicle they currently drive most often an electric car would be a potential danger for
(make, model and year), mileage driven over the pedestrians. A substantial number (86%)responded
last year, and items associated with electric vehicles that sound emitted from a moving vehicle made
and their sounds. The specific items in the electric- them more aware of its location and direction. In
car and sound section of the survey follow in the addition, most participants (73%) said that when
order that they appeared: crossing a street they have used the sound of a

vehicle as a cue to judge if a vehicle is approaching.
(1) Electric vehicles are quieter than traditional Approximately half (48%) responded that as a

gasoline engine-powered vehicles. Would this
lack of noise pose any threat to pedestrians? pedestrian, a silent vehicle would bother them.

Conversely only 30% thought that as a driver, a
(2) Would you consider purchasing an electric silent vehicle would bother them. Finally, 68%

vehicle? thought that including some type of engine sound
would make electric vehicles safer for pedestrians.

(3) Would you consider purchasing a car powered The last question asked participants for
by a hybrid motor? suggestions/recommendations for the type of sound

(4) When crossing the street, have you used the that could be added to an electric vehicle, the results

sound of a vehicle as a cue that the vehicle is of which are listed in Table 1. Approximately 20%
approaching? did not respond but among the nearly 80% that did,

(5) Does the sound emitted from a moving vehicle, participants preferred a traditional engine sound and
make you more aware of the vehicle's location a hum sound most often (38.25% each). 11%
and direction? preferred no sound and the others mentioned
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responses varying from music to horn sounds to shifting gears deteriorates when auditory cues are
beepsandwhistles, blockedout.

Therefore some auditory feedback may be
important for pedestrians and drivers. A sound

Table 1. Frequency of responses to question 9 closely related to the vehicle's acceleration and
(N=285). deceleration is probably a useful cue to aid drivers

and pedestrians in predicting the functional state of
a vehicle. Research on what kinds of sounds could

Sound Frequency 09 be incorporated into a quiet vehicle has heretofore

Engine 109 been limited. Egawa (1988) concludedthat a
continuous sound is preferred for an automated

Hum 109 travelingguidedvehicle rather than a tone that
sounds in intervals. Participants in the present

None 31 studysuggestedtypes of soundsto add to quiet
vehicles to maximize safety. In addition to

Music 14 considerationof sound, it will probably be
important to limit the levels of sounds from

Whistle 8 reachingdistractingor intolerablelevels as they
may be turned off or disabled. Selective active

Beeps 5 noise suppressioncouldbe used to dampenand
prevent unwanted sound from entering the vehicle,

Horn 5 while stillbeingable to transmituseful auditory
cues to maximize driver awareness. For example,

Clicking 2 this technologyshouldnot filter out sounds like
ambulance sirens or car horns that could be crucial

Exhaust 2 to driver performance(Heatwoleand Bernhard,
1995). Defining those sounds crucial to a driver's
performance and behavior will require additional
research. As there are many sounds that may affect

DISCUSSION a driver's evaluation of vehicle state, testing
involving presenting sounds individually or in

Instigated by technology and air quality combination with others is recommended. Similar
regulations, electric vehicles may become methodology has worked well in the past (Ruspa,
commonplace on the roadways. However, the 1995).
introduction of electric vehicles raises a safety
concern about the motor's inherently quiet
operation that might be dangerous for pedestrians,
drivers and others (e.g., bicyclists). The results of REFERENCES
this initial survey indicate that while people would
consider purchasing a hybrid or electric vehicle, Egawa, Y. (1988). A study of auditory warning
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that performance on complex driving tasks such as
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